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Abstract
Changes in the footballing world’s approach to technology and innovation, along with major advancements in broadcasting 
contributed to the decision by the International Football Association Board to introduce Video Assistant Referees in 2018. 
The change meant that under strict protocols referees could use video replays to review decisions in the event of a “clear and 
obvious error” or a “serious missed incident”. At the time of writing 48-Member Associations have introduced the Video 
Assistant Referees protocol in at least one of their tournaments and there are many technology providers who work with 
organisers to implement the Video Assistant Referees systems. To ensure that the use of Video Assistant Referees has a 
positive effect on the game, Fédération Internationale de Football Association collaborated with the RISE Research Institutes 
of Sweden to develop objective test methods that could be used to ensure that a system can provide an adequate solution. 
Each provider must be able to pass requirements that ensure that they can deal with the challenges of processing, coding, 
decoding, synchronising, and re-formatting of the broadcast feeds. This article will describe the development of the test 
methods and illustrate some initial results from a test event on Video Assistant Referees system candidates. The methods 
have shown to be robust and appropriate for their intended purpose and will be developed over the years to ensure the qual-
ity of Video Assistant Referees. The developed measurement methods are general and can be applied to other broadcast and 
video systems as well as to other sports.
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1 Introduction

Video officiating technology is used in a number of dif-
ferent sports e.g., Rugby, American Football, Volleyball, 
Handball, Hockey and Ice Hockey. For all sports, the video 
quality is equally important as in the game of football to 

make the correct decisions while consulting the video ref-
eree. Advancements in technology over the past decade have 
afforded a significant number of innovations within the area 
of broadcasting. In the 2018 FIFA World Cup  Russia™ for 
the first time in history, Video Assistant Referee (VAR) 
was implemented in every game in the tournament. This 
meant that fans were not the only ones to benefit from the 
broadcasting advancements, but referees would be able to 
use the technology to prevent “clear and obvious errors” 
or “serious missed incidents” [1, 2]. In addition to the four 
on-field referees, four additional referees were positioned in 
the Video Operation Room (VOR) to check potential inci-
dents of four game-changing decisions—goals, penalties, red 
cards, and mistaken identity. With this implementation came 
a large host of technology providers offering VAR services 
to leagues.

To ensure that technology providers were able to provide 
the VAR services to an acceptable level, Fédération Interna-
tionale de Football Association (FIFA) collaborated with the 
RISE Research Institute of Sweden to develop objective test 
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methods that could be used to approve suitable technology 
providers for use. Figure 1 illustrates three key measurement 
points in the VAR workflow that would be used to conduct 
a variety of different tests on the quality of the VAR system. 
MP0 occurs before the broadcast signal reaches the VAR 
system. MP1 is what is visible on the VAR monitors. MP2 is 
the signal that is sent back to the broadcaster for broadcast-
ing across the world.

The main concerns were:

• Measurement of synchronicity between a variety of dif-
ferent cameras at MP1.

• Measurement of latency in the VOR at MP1.
• Measurement of latency for the 3 s delayed feed at MP1.
• The video quality of the resulting output at MP1.

We present four tests aimed at quantifying the capability 
of VAR providers with regards to the main concerns outlined 
above. Two tests have been developed to measure the latency 
of feeds, one synchronicity test, aimed at assessing the abil-
ity of the provider to supply synchronised camera feeds from 
the broadcast. Finally, the video quality test aimed to quan-
tify any degradation of video quality caused by the VAR 
system. Although, the methods were developed for football, 
the measurement methods are general and can be applied to 
other broadcast and video systems as well as to other sports.

2  Background

2.1  Synchronisation and latency

Many sports broadcasting situations are multicamera in 
nature and that is true for football as well. For example, 
the cameras must be synchronised when applying the use 
of VAR to the offside rule. The key factors that determine 
whether a player is offside are the position of the 2nd last 
defender and active leading attacker at the moment the ball 
is kicked. If the kick point and offside player are in two dif-
ferent camera angles and the cameras are not synchronised, 
then the position used to determine whether the player is 
offside will be incorrect.

Another time aspect is the delay (latency) of the video 
signal. In the VOR, a live screen and a delayed screen with 
about 3 s latency are used in the setup; this allows accord-
ing to the VAR protocol the referees to shift their gaze from 
live-action to a replay of the live-action without requiring 
any interference with the system. Here, the latency meas-
urement accuracy is not needed to be on field/frame level, 
a measurement accuracy of 0.1 s is sufficient, to accurately 
measure according to the requirements by FIFA [3]. In this 
case, traditional glass-to-glass (G2G) measurement will do, 
i.e., from the lens of the camera to the glass surface of the 
display [4]. This type of latency measurement is important 
not only in football, but is relevant in a number of other 
fields and applications, e.g., remote operation of machines 
[5] and digital rear-view mirrors.

Fig. 1  Schematic overview of the VAR setup. Three measurement points (MP) are indicated MP0, MP1, and MP2, for the evaluation of latency, 
synchronisation, and video quality
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2.2  Objective video quality algorithm

Objective video quality models are mathematical models 
that approximate results from the subjective quality assess-
ment, in which human observers are asked to rate the quality 
of a video. Various models and approaches have been sug-
gested in the literature [6].

To find a suitable algorithm, a user study with 25 invited 
video experts was conducted at RISE and several measure-
ment methods were evaluated [7]. Although the top-per-
forming model in this investigation was Video Quality Met-
ric for Variable Frame Delay (VQM_VFD) [8], we decided 
to use the model that came second was Video Multimethod 
Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [9]. VMAF has very good per-
formance and the software is more flexible and runs on more 
platforms, which will be important for VAR providers to be 
able to test their systems in preparation for an evaluation. 
The method of determining video quality is not depending 
on that the system is used for VAR but could be for any 
video or broadcast application. Published studies tends to 
only focus on the quality at the end users, but not at the 
contribution and production side as here.

3  Method

3.1  Latency measurements in video streams

A common method to measure latency for one video stream 
is to impose time information into it at the transmit side 
[10–13]. In the references, above the ‘reference mark’ relies 
on either colour coded pictures [10, 13] or on a European 
Article Number (EAN) code [11, 12] into the encoded video. 
There are also examples in literature based on a common 
clock and on a Quick Response (QR) code. By comparing 
the ‘reference mark’ with a running clock, the latency at the 
received side can then be measured.

All these methods suffer from the issue that the latency 
calculation relies on an image processing algorithm which 
can be difficult to implement into an unknown system. Pub-
lished studies tends to deal with measuring delay for one 
video stream [4, 10–15], not synchronicity between multiple 
video streams. When synchronicity is mentioned, it is often 
referred to as the synchronicity between video and audio in 
one video stream [16].

The task, in this case, was measuring with a non-intrusive 
method the synchronicity between multiple video streams 
which is not generally studied in the literature. However, 
some papers give a hint of how such a measurement can be 
performed. In Jacobs [17] describes a non-intrusive system 
that measures glass-to-glass (G2G). In references [4] and 
[16], Jacobs’s method is further developed, but only for the 
measurement of the latency of one video stream.

3.1.1  Synchronous vs. asynchronous measurements

Most latency measurements presented in the literature are 
asynchronous measurements. Since we are going to meas-
ure latencies down to frame-level we prefer to perform syn-
chronous measurements. This means that we need to have a 
clock that is frequency synchronised to the frame rate of the 
video stream. The easiest way to do this is to tap the Serial 
Digital Interface (SDI) video stream at some point, e.g., at 
the camera, at the input to the VAR-room’s SDI-server, at 
the output from the VAR-room’s SDI-server. Since the loop 
time for the video signal in the measurement setup is much 
longer than one frame, see Fig. 2, and since we want to have 
only one pulse in the loop at a time, the frame synch signal 
needs to be divided. In Fig. 2, we divide the extracted clock 
64 or 256 times, depending on if we are measuring a delay 
less than 1 s or less than 4 s. We also like to keep the light 
flash within just one frame, and it is, therefore, important 
that we can adjust the delay (∆d) and the pulse width (∆w) 
at the stroboscope [18]. If a frame sync cannot be extracted, 
we need to apply asynchronous measurements which means 
that the light flash might be distributed (sometimes) over 
two frames which will lead to an added uncertainty in the 
measurement of one frame.

3.1.2  Latency and synchronicity measurement set‑ups

The test equipment will be used in the field and often under 
unknown conditions, and hence we prefer a non-intrusive 
test method as well as both camera and display agnostic. 
Further, it shall not rely on any specialised hard- or software. 
We also prefer a test method that can measure both latency 
and synchronicity with essentially the same set of test equip-
ment. We also anticipate that the captured image originates 
from one point in time, as for an image taken with a global 
shutter and not an image taken with a rolling shutter.

The external event introduced in the system that acts as a 
‘time mark’ is here chosen to be a white flash. Since the flash 
can be 100 m away from the camera, we have chosen a Light 
Emitting Diode (LED)-based stroboscope with light flashes 
that are visible in the video streams at that distance (Check-
line Europe QBS-LED’ equipped with 118 LEDs. Peak 
brightness of 10,000 lx). The in-frame delay of the flash, as 
well as its time duration, shall preferably be chosen so that 
it fits into just one field/frame of the video stream [10]. To 
measure the time delay between the ‘reference mark’ and the 
‘detected mark’, we have chosen to use a counter, another 
way to do this is with an oscilloscope. In this case, we have 
here chosen a solution based on a counter which will display 
the time delay directly or can be read by a computer or both, 
see Fig. 2.

A more direct method is to measure the SDI signals 
directly which we do in the synchronicity measurement. In 
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our case, we tap a quad-split signal into a computer and 
analyse the synchronicity of four channels in parallel, see 
Fig. 3. The software, in our case an off-line analysis written 

in MATLAB, automatically detects the video format, i.e., 
progressive, interlaced, or progressive segmented frame, 
and then performs the synchronicity analysis. The only 

Fig. 2  The measurement setup for absolute latency measurements. 
A relative latency measurement is done with two monitors and two 
detectors. The dashed blue frames are the parts of the measurement 
setup. Stroboscope: check Line QBS-LED. SDI-to-analog converter: 

Black Magic Design SDI to Analog 4  K. Frame sync & Divider: 
home-built frame-sync extractor and binary divider 1/64 & 1/256. 
Detector: Thorlabs PDA36A2. Counter: Rhode & Schwartz HM8132

Fig. 3  The measurement setup for latency measurements. The dashed blue frames are the parts of the measurement setup. Grabbing equipment: 
Black Magic Design Ultra Studio HD Mini. Laptop: HP Zbook 15 G6
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input it needs is how many frames/fields there are between 
the flashes, which in our case are 64 field/frames for most 
measurements, see Fig. 3. If a plurality of cameras needs to 
be measured, several synchronicity measurements must be 
performed. If the number of channels that had to be ana-
lysed is m and the number of channels that can be analysed 
in one measurement is n (i.e., 4 for a quad-split and 16 for 
a 16-split), the total number of measurements required is 
then, see Eq. (1):

where ceil() is the ceiling function, m is the total number of 
channels/cameras, and n is the number of channels/cameras 
that can be analysed at the time.

3.2  Video quality

The video quality testing is based on ingesting a known 
uncompressed video into the VAR system via SDI and then 
replaying this video from the VAR system and recording it 
when it is sent back via SDI or High-Definition Multimedia 
Interface (HDMI), see Fig. 5. The videos of known qual-
ity are available in both 1080i50 (1920 × 1080 interlaced 
with 50 fields/s) and 1080p50 (1920 × 1080 progressive 
with 50 frames/s) and should both be tested. It will compare 
the video quality degradation inflicted by the VAR system 
on video that has been processed by the VAR system to be 
stored and played back but has not changed in size, format, 
scaling, or resolution.

The following equipment has been used for assessment 
video quality:

• A laptop with similar or higher specifications to the 
ASUS GX501 (with Intel i7-7700HQ@2.8 GHz, 16 GB 
RAM), with a Thunderbolt 3 connection.

• Software that is compatible with HD/3G SDI genera-
tor and sampling equipment for ingesting (video player) 
and recording (video recorder) uncompressed video. The 
video player and recorder used here was AJA Io 4 K Plus.

The following procedure is used:

• Ingesting

• Connect HD/3G SDI generator’s SDI output to SDI 
input from VAR system.

• Send test video to the VAR system using the video 
player.

  • Playback and recording

(1)N = ceil

(

m − 1

n − 1

)

,

• Connect HD/3G SDI sampling equipment’s SDI/
HMDI input to the SDI/HDMI output from the 
VAR system.

• Play test video in VAR system.

• Record the output with the video recorder.
• The output video is then assessed using a video quality 

model.

The video quality will be evaluated on seven 14 s test vid-
eos. The evaluation will be done by comparing the quality 
of each 14 s video, before and after the ingestion. To avoid 
temporary glitches affecting the results, the ingestion and 
grabbing will be repeated three times.

The suggested requirements are to obtain:

• Average Mean Opinion Score  (MOSi)1 ≥ 4 for each set of 
test videos.

• Min  (MOSi) ≥ 3 for each set of test videos.
• The above two requirements should be fulfilled on two 

or more of the three sets.
• The final measurement value will be given from the high-

est scoring set.

The MOS requirements will be verified by the following 
VMAF scores on the individual test videos [3, 7]. Interlaced 
grabbed video will be deinterlaced before calculating the 
VMAF scores, using FFMPEG’s yadif (Yet Another Dein-
terlacing Filter) mcdeint (motion compensating deinterlac-
ing) “slow processing option” [3, 7]

• 1080p: mean  (VMAFi) ≥ 92 and Min  (VMAFi) ≥ 85.
• 1080i: mean  (VMAFi) ≥ 85 and Min  (VMAFi) ≥ 75.
• The above two requirements should be fulfilled on two 

or more of the three sets.
• The final measurement value will be given from the high-

est scoring set.

where (i = 1, 2, …,7) in all cases.

4  Results

4.1  Latency measurements

In the field measurement, we used SDI cameras (1080p50) 
and a quad-split generator in the loop. The latency was the 
measure for one of the cameras. The latency result can be 
seen in Fig. 4A, with a mean value of 202 ms and a standard 

1 Actually DMOS i.e., difference MOS, which is the difference in 
MOS between the reference and the degraded video.
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deviation of 8 ms. In the lab test, we used a web camera 
(720p30), and the stroboscope was running on an external 
pulse generator running freely on its frequency. In this case, 
the video signal goes directly from the web camera to the 
monitor which means much fewer processing steps and 
thereby an expected lower latency, which was also meas-
ured. Since the measurement is asynchronous, the standard 
deviation is higher. For the web camera, the mean value was 
128 ms and the standard deviation 15 ms, see Fig. 4B. The 
measurement results are in line with what can be expected 
from these two types of camera-to-monitor systems.

4.2  Synchronicity measurement

Synchronicity tests are always performed in synchronous 
modes since the aim is that all cameras in the quad-split shall 
be (ideally) synchronous down to the last frame. The soft-
ware needs to know how many frames there are in the flash 
cycle, but that is all. It automatically detects video format, 
and an interlaced signal gets deinterlaced before analysis. 
For time processing reasons, the colour signal is also con-
verted to a black-and-white signal. The test in Fig. 5 is a field 

test according to the setup depicted in Fig. 3 using four SDI-
cameras (1080i50). The quad-split signal is first stored in a 
computer, and then the analysis begins. The software identi-
fies in which frame the flashes occur for the four channels. 
If the cameras are out of sync the flashes appear in different 
frames, see Fig. 5. The pictures in Fig. 5 are mosaics of the 
quad-split signal putting together four pieces of the quad-
split video with their specific frame number. If there are 64 
frames in the flash cycle the counter goes from 1 to 64 and 
then starts over again. Please note, the frame number does 
not represent a latency value, it is just a counter for the flash 
cycle. In Fig. 5, one camera (the lower left) is one frame too 
early, and that flash occurs in frame 39.

4.3  Video quality

The measurement method was tested in the field at an unof-
ficial VAR test event in the Netherlands [19]. Videos were 
ingested into one of the tested systems of the event, accord-
ing to the method described above. The videos were stored 
on the system and then played back and grabbed. VMAF 
scores were then calculated for comparison with the required 

Fig. 4  A Latency measurement (synchronous) for an SDI camera 
in a full field setup. B Latency measurement (asynchronous) for a 
web camera in the lab directly fed to a monitor. C The vertical bars 

indicate VMAF scores for 1080p and D 1080i for each of the seven 
ingested video clips. The horizontal long dash line and short, dashed 
line indicates the performance levels system is evaluated against
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scores, see Fig. 4C, D. The vertical bars indicate the per-
formance of the tested system for a particular test video. 
The horizontal long dash line indicates the level of mean 
performance that the tested system is evaluated against 
(VMAF = 97.3 > 92 for 1080p and VMAF = 98.8 > 85 
for 1080i) and the short-dashed line the level of mini-
mum performance (VMAF = 94.1 > 85 for 1080p and 
VMAF = 95.9 > 75 1080i).

5  Discussion

The methods for measuring latency and synchronicity pre-
sented in this article are based on time marks (stroboscope 
flashes, see Figs. 2 and 3) that are synchronous with the 
video streams. Published studies tends to be based on asyn-
chronous time marks. The synchronicity measurements pre-
sented here can also be adapted for multicamera 3D systems.

Synchronicity is often measured towards a real event, 
whereas latency is measured as the time it takes for a video 
frame to travel from one place to another. Latency can thus 
also be measured with a video containing timecodes. A time-
coded video makes the measurement easier to perform but 
the resolution will be reduced to one frame. This is most 
likely how the methods will be developed as it requires sub-
stantially fewer equipment on-site and are easier to operate.

The video quality measurement method VMAF [9] is 
considered currently to be the state-of-art method. The 
development done in this work is to make a practical method 
for testing systems in operation and not just on video files. 

To avoid tuning the system to particular video clips, these 
needs to be updated on a regular basis. With the introduction 
of new video formats, the method will have to be updated, 
either with another algorithm or retrained. Monitoring live 
with methods not requiring a reference, as in contrast to 
VMAF, the quality degradations could be discovered imme-
diately as it happens. This should be the target method in the 
long run. However, this is expected to be a few years in the 
future before it is mature enough [20].

6  Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a working method to evalu-
ate the quality of VAR systems based on methods perfor-
mance on latency, synchronicity between video feeds, and 
video quality. The methods have been tested in the field by 
using commercial broadcast equipment and on VAR system 
candidates. The methods have shown to be robust and have 
the expected accuracy. The measurement methods are today 
designed for capturing raw data on-site and for processing 
and evaluation off-site. The latency measurement will catch 
true latency including the latency induced by the broad-
cast cameras, but the video quality has the camera qual-
ity as baseline and cannot capture poor camera quality. The 
development of these methodologies offers tournament and 
competition organisers across a variety of different sports 
the possibility to explore both high- and low-end solutions 
for video refereeing. This work can be leveraged to further 

Fig. 5  Synchronicity measurement with four SDI-cameras (1080i50) in a full field setup, see Fig. 3 Here, one camera is out of sync
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improve how video refereeing technologies are best imple-
mented and optimised to ensure a more transparent decision-
making process and a fairer game.
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